OLD YORK FLAGSTONES
A beautiful British natural stone paving option that suits a wide variety of build styles. Worn
and antiqued via many years of prevous use- this is the ultimate heritage paving choice. You’ve
made a great choice in selecting natural stone for your build project but it’s not like a man-made
product. Natural stone comes complete with colour variations, blemishes, tiny holes, small chips
and swages of pigment that are all an inherent part of the material. These imperfections are the
characteristics that will enhance the overall appearance of your finished build. If you’ve got any
questions regarding the stone you’ve selected the please contact a member of our sales team.
You will waste paving materials during cutting, installation and there may be the occasional piece
you don’t wish to lay. With this in mind we always recommend that you order 10% more than you
require to complete your project to cover wastage.
All of our natural stone landscaping materials vary in colour and texture- this is especially true of
Old Reclaimed Yorkstone. You will also find that our natural stone ranges vary from one batch to
the next as the quarries encounter different seems of rock during production. Our sample pieces
and photography are produced to give you a good level of knowledge about the appearance of our
products but samples can never reflect the appearance of a larger paved area with multiple paving
stones, setts or pieces. We always recommend that you take the time to visit our Display Garden
and Showroom areas to ensure you’re happy with your material choice. We can also arrange for
you to receive full size sample pieces at an additional cost if you require them. Please contact a
member of our sales team for more information on how our natural products may vary.
We do not offer refunds on the basis that you do not like the colour or texture of the product so
please ensure this product is right for your project before ordering.
Before using any kind of cleaning agent please consult the manufacturer or one of our team to
ensure that it’s suitable for use on this type of stone.
We recommend a minimum jointing gap of 10mm for our Old York Flagstones. You can not butt
joint this material.
Old Reclaimed York Flagstones are available in completely random sizes and thicknesses. Viewing
our stock in person is highly recommended for this material.

KEY FACTS
Riven & worn texture
with random edges.
Refunds or exchanges
are not offered on
the basis that you do
not like the colour or
texture of individual
pieces.
Viewing our stock is
strongly advised.

